May 2020

In line with government restrictions relating to social
distancing during the Covid 19 pandemic all meetings
and other group activities are cancelled until further
notice.
Greetings. I hope you are all surviving lockdown and taking time to enjoy your gardens.
Unfortunately Bernie Shanahan has had to close his nursery. I was very sorry to hear that, there
are so few native plant nurseries left. I hope Bernie can restart after the virus.
Meanwhile, don’t forget Phill Vaughan’s is still open!
We don’t know for sure yet, but we are hoping we may be able to hold the August meeting,
assuming there’s no ‘second wave’ of the virus. Fingers crossed everybody!
We are still hopeful of being able to hold the flower show, but we can’t really make any definite
plans yet.

May 2020 Meeting by Andrea Shelley
Dean Nicole was booked to come to our May meeting.
As we aren’t having any virtual meetings on Zoom, let’s have a meeting through the newsletter,
instead of Dean speaking at the meeting. His topic was to have been ‘Smaller Eucalypts’, which
would have been interesting and we would have learnt a lot about these grand trees.
I am writing an article about Eucalypts according to me! As I don’t know much about them, I
have done some wide and broad research. Hopefully, Dean will visit in 2021 and give us a
different perspective, information and advice on eucalypts from I am giving you.
For those that don’t know Dean, let me tell you about him.
Dean is a botanist and has a PhD in Eucalyptus Systematics. He is a consultant arborist and
ecologist. Dean is very involved in eucalypt conservation and education. He established and
maintains Currency Creek Arboretum, a renowned eucalypt research arboretum in SA, where
over 900 species and subspecies have been planted. Some GG members visited the arboretum
a few years ago. It is a very impressive place. In 2015, Dean was the inaugural winner of the
Bjarne K Dahl Trust medal for his ’outstanding contributions to eucalyptus conservation and
education’
He has published numerous papers and several books. The most recent are: Smaller Eucalypts
for Planting in Australia, Their Selection, Cultivation and Management and Taller Eucalypts for
Planting in Australia, Their Selection, Cultivation and Management.
There is a good review on these books in the Growing Australian, December 2016 edition.
His books can be purchased through APS Vic books.
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My topic is: ‘What I didn’t know about Eucalypts and what I like about them.’
The French botanist Charles Louis L’Héritier de Brutelle named the genus Eucalyptus in 1788. It
is derived from the Greek words eu = well and calyptos = covered. Eucalypt is the informal name
for the genus and it belongs to the Myrtaceae family. The eucalyptus flower in the bud stage is
‘well covered’ by a cap, called the operculum. Picture the beautiful flower of the Eucalyptus
macrocarpa with its grey cap often hidden within the trees foliage which over time falls off to
reveal a stunning flower with fluffy red stamens.
DNA testing has revealed that eucalypts grew around the time dinosaurs roamed our land, over
60 million or more years ago. No wonder the eucalypt dominates our landscapes from alpine
regions to the outback and edges of the rainforests. Lots of seeds have germinated over that
time. Eucalypts have their own national day which is March 23rd and there is also a public choice
award for the Eucalyptus of the year. In 2020, this was the Eucalyptus erythrocorys, red capped
gum.
Botanists have divided eucalypts into three genera (groups):
Angophora, Corymbia and the largest group, Eucalyptus.
Eucalyptus have adult leaves that are alternate and flowers have a
cap (operculum) which falls off as the flower opens.
Examples are: Eucalyptus Regnans Mountain ash and Eucalyptus
erythronema Red flowered mallee
Angophora have adult leaves which are opposite and the flowers do
not have a cap and are arranged in groups of 3 or 7. The flower stalks
arise from different levels on the stem. Examples are: Angophora
bakeri Narrow leaf apple and Angophora costata Sydney red gum
Corymbia have adult leaves that
alternate and flowers have a cap. The
flower stalks arise from different levels
on a stem, the outer flowers open first
forming a cluster or corymb. Examples
are Corymbia maculata Spotted gum and Corymbia ficifolia WA
flowering gum
Eucalypts can also divided into trees which refers to a single stem
or trunk or mallee or shrub which are plants with more than one
stem/trunk at ground level and generally less than 10 metres high.
Examples of these are: Tree: eg Eucalyptus dolichorhyncha Fuchsia gum and Mallee: eg
Eucalyptus caesia Silver Princess
Artists and others have contributed in their own way to our enjoyment of Eucalypts.
Australian painters like Albert Namatjira, whose paintings include the ‘Ghost Gum at Glen Helen’
and Hans Heysen who painted many landscapes including ‘Red Gums of the Far North’ have
their art works on displayed in many galleries.
Stan Kelly, a local artist, who in his lifetime had a quest to paint the entire genus of Eucalyptus.
He managed to paint 508 species before he died. Stan was a member of our group for many
years and conducted many painting workshops at meetings and flower shows.
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May Gibbs was an illustrator and cartoonist; she made features of eucalypts into popular living
characters. She thought a gumleaf was a ‘pretty thing’ and used this as a design for a bookmark,
she wanted to contribute to the WW1 effect and so designed postcards with various designs of
‘gumnut people’ for people to send to the troops overseas. She wrote many books featuring tales
of the antics of Gumnut Babies.
A quote to consider when next looking at an eucalypt tree - ‘On all the big Gum trees there are
Gumnut Babies, some people see them and some don’t; but they see everybody and everything.’
Gumnut Babies by May Gibbs 1916
One of the most distinctive features of eucalyptus is their bark. Old bark shreds on some species
to reveal either a brightly coloured or a smooth light grey to white trunk. These trees are to be
admired and touched. One of our members has a magnificent Eucalyptus gregsoniana, the
Wolgan Valley snow gum growing at his place. (This tree was bought about 25 years ago from
Kmart nursery in Belmont)
Some trees are covered in rough bark which stays attached or is loose and stringy, and easily
shed in ribbons. This has fire implications as well as the oily nature of the eucalyptus leaves.
This can be a topic for Dean to talk about.
Other features are its leaves, which have a ‘eucalyptus like’ scent, lemon or peppermint like
fragrance. An interesting fact about eucalyptus oil is that it can be a component of a disinfectant
cleanser, very popular these days!
Koalas enjoy eating eucalypt leaves, but like us they can be fussy and only eat the leaves from
certain trees when they want to.
Eucalypts are commonly referred to as gum trees; this name is from Governor Arthur Phillip who
in 1788 called the eucalypt a ’gum tree’ due to it exuding a thick, red substance that was a type
of resin called a gum. This was used, traditionally by indigenous Australians for treating wounds
and cuts and fastening barbs to sticks to use as weapons. The name has stuck since then!
The gum from a smooth bark species is also a food source for the yellow bellied glider.
Eucalypt flowers are beautiful and useful; they are pollinated by birds, bees and insects and used
as cut flowers for many social occasions. One of our members has a reputation for preparing
stunning floral arrangements and these include a gum flower or two. I will refer to Denis Crawford
as the one to talk about the usefulness of eucalypt flowers and their foes.
If you would like to know which eucalypts to grow in your garden? I refer you to a good article
‘Small gums for small gardens’ on the ANSPA website. These include: E. leucoxylon, ’Rosea’, E.
verrucata ’ ‘Grampians Gum’, E.caesia ‘Silver Princess’, E.priessiana ‘Bell fruited Mallee’ and E.
crenulata ‘Buxton Silver Gum’ Also Neil Marriott’s article in the February issue of this newsletter.
When Dean visits he will give us his advice.
Andrea Shelley
Note: There may be an answer or two to a quiz question in the future!
References I have read include:
http://www.dn.com.au/
http://anspa.org.au
http://www.abc.net.au.science
http://www.vicflorarbg.vic.gov.au
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Powerful Owl

This is the time of year that Powerful owls are breeding and the other night we heard them at our
property in Fyans Creek.
A few days later we were walking under a big old Pinus radiata tree and we heard an angry
sounding noise ‘oorh’ and after 10 minutes of scanning the branches we eventually saw not one,
but two powerful owls perched high up in the branches! One was asleep and the other one was
preening. Exotic trees have their benefits!

We don’t think they are breeding on our place. They need very large hollows in a, preferably, living
tree, and an adjacent tree with dense foliage for the male to roost during the day, picky! We have
been following the construction of nest boxes with interest. To date in Australia only one nest box
has been successfully used by Powerful Owls, who successfully raised one chick. Experts aren’t
entirely certain why artificial nest sites have not been more successful. Some of it may relate to
temperature (boxes tend to fluctuate over a wider range than natural hollows) and location. A
group in Melbourne is experimenting with a range of materials, laser scanning of trees, and 3D
printing to improve nest box design!
Catherine and Clive

This Month’s Supper Recipe from Marie Hosking
Choc Chip Cookies
125g Butter
¼ cup caster sugar
Choc chips to taste (~ 150g)
1 heaped cup SR flour
3 tbs condensed milk
1 tsp vanilla essence
Cream butter and sugar
add condensed milk, choc chips and
vanilla essence
add flour.
Place on trays in balls, then flatten with
a fork dipped in flour.
Bake in moderate oven for 10 min
or 160°fan for 12 min or until golden
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Seed Bank Update

This month Jallukar Native Grassland project
reached a major milestone when seed which they
had collected was used to revegetate a 1.6 hectare
site on the WAMA property. The Jallukar Native
Grassland Project started in 2015 as a partnership
between Greening Australia, Jallukar Landcare
Group and the Grampians branch of the Australian
Plant Society. Our vision is to create a ‘capable
and informed community actively engaged in the
restoration and management of native grasslands’.
To date we have been addressing seed supply
Sowing the seed into the prepared site barriers by undertaking field collection and plant
identification workshops and establishing our
at WAMA

Project site, graded, scalped and sprayed
ready for seeding

Plants raised in the nursery for seed
production

Seed collection in the wild

community run grassland seed production nursery
in Pomonal. Regular volunteer events are held
including field excursions throughout the area
which provide informative and practical activities
for members including seed collection, propagation
in the nursery, nursery maintenance and weeding.
Many Grampians Group members are involved in
the project and the following articles show how it

Mass planted Common Everlastings
at John and Jocelyn’s and seed harvested from there
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Native Grass Lawn by Phill Bennett
When we purchased our property at Pomonal early 2015 we
approached Trust for Nature to place a conservation
covenant over half of our
property. I asked Adam Merrick
(who was assessing our
property for the covenant) to
identify a grass species that
wasn’t in flower, if it was native
and would be ok for a lawn. It
was Microlaena stipoides,
Weeping Grass. It is a semi prostrate grass and spreads using its underground
rhizomes. Adam identified it when not in flower by checking near the leaf tips
where it has a band/notch.
I learnt this native Microlaena stipoides grass is highly recommended for most
lawn sites and is said to be a great option for lawns in the cooler areas of the
country as it is frost, salt, acid, grazing, mowing and drought tolerant, but does
its best in moist well-drained soils in full sun and shady sites. It also tolerates
light traffic requiring little maintenance, where once it is established it will
provide a persistent ground cover requiring relatively few mowing events each
year as it only grows up to around 15cm tall. The dense foliage and soft leaves mean that this grass can
produce a high quality lawn. They have a deep robust root system, perfectly suited to rebound from long
dry spells and bushfires. Flower heads are narrow panicles or racemes, to 15 cm long and weeping at
flowering.
At the rear of our house the area was mainly bare
during the dry season and the sandy loam would
blow everywhere on windy days and settle on the
window sills in behind the fly screens and door step
and if a window was left open you can imagine.
The clothes line is elevated at the rear was also
bare, not ideal if any washing was dropped. Over
the past 3 or 4 years I collected Weeping Grass
seeds from our property and tried direct sowing
which was not successful, even transplanting the
grasses didn’t work. I had great success
propagating seeds in the 65 cell hycos at Phil Williams Nursery. My first hyco
try at home on top of the hot water unit was also a success. I laid the concrete
pavers upside down (to minimise a slipping hazard) up to the cloths line before
planting out. The first plant out of 5 hycos I planted them beside and between
the pavers was spring of 2018 and they spread about 60mm in the first year.
Last year I propagated and planted out about 12 hycos under the clothes line
and between previous years planted grasses
and extended from the pavers.This year I’m
currently planting out about 15 hycos
extending the area towards the house and
filling between last year’s grasses and
elsewhere. The area under the clothes line
isn’t doing quite as well as I think it’s because
under the raised area is building rubble
whereas the paving area is doing well.
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The tool I’m using to plant out is a cordless drill with a 25mm auger drill bit (although a 30mm bit would be
better), 13mm dowel with a rubber grommet on one end (to protect hand palm when packing the grass
seedlings in) so as the
kangaroos and wallabies don’t
pull them up). I use shears to
trim the seedlings making sure
they don’t up route them.
Although this method is very
time consuming, I don’t have to
water it very much and I haven’t
had to mow as the roos &
wallabies do that for us and I
understand that encourages the weeping grass to spread. They don’t seem to eat the flower heads,
making this area another source for seed stock. We find that now we have to be careful not to drop
clothes on the grass covered in roo/wallaby droppings.
Also, over the past 3 years
instead of burning leaves and
bark I have been composting
them and the heap in now
about 4 x 5 metres and 2+
metres high. It settles about
half a metre each year. The
first year it didn’t compost very
well as it was too dry and last
year it was patchy and earlier
this year I watered it down
and recently built onto it after rain events ensuring it’s damp throughout.
“Nothing is impossible to a willing heart”. John Heywood

Star’s Lawn
Several years ago I got involved in the Jallukar Native
Grassland Project and fell in love with the subject. The
working bees with great people became a weekly
highlight. Neil and Wendy taught us to recognise seed in
the bush, and how to collect it. Phil opened up his
nursery to host our sowing and harvesting and we kept
at it over several summers. Our aim was to bulk up our
seed stores till we had enough for our first rehabilitation
sowing (which is another exciting story). Week by week,
year by year our group grew closer and our morning
teas were always a lovely time to bask in the shared
sense of being involved in something really worthwhile.
And along the way most of us were taking our new
found knowledge back to our own properties, and for
some of us that meant collecting seed, and growing it alongside the project seedlings. One year I grew
Microlaena (Weeping Grass) seed I had collected from my place and then I planted it in what I call Star’s
garden as she is buried there. For fun and in nostalgia I spelled out her name, and as you can see it is now
only just discernible. The microlaena has proved to be a lovely ground cover. I had to keep the kangas off
it for the first few years but now they keep it well mown for me.
Anthea Nicholls
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Two Stories About My Chinese Elm and Native Bee Box Issues
Story one. The Chinese Elm tree must be 40 or so
years old, before my time in this house. When Wayne
replanted my back yard he would have been happy
to have removed it, but that would havbeen a real
waste of a good shade tree. The trunk has very
agreeable texture and multicoloured bark.
Both Crimson rosellas and Rainbow lorikeets have
been foraging around in the tree for the last three
weeks. They’re doing a great pruning job while
extracting what
ever it is that they find tasty. A big four day drop was
raked up and mulched yesterday afterwhat seemed
finished activity. No, two hours later a decent cover of
end leaves was there on the ground again, and I
heard their quiet muttering still.
Planting natives in my Eltham garden in the 1970’s
and the novice that I was thought they should just
grow! I was
disappointed with the woodiness, reading up later
that yes, they should be pruned, parrotsdo some of it,
but not all.
Story two. Resting needs sometimes go to the
Central Highlands Library link to RB digital, a free
library subscription of magazines, and one of them,
Country, advertised a native bee house,
environmentally sound made of bamboo and
recycled wood. It arrived in the post, but with no
instructions on their pamphlet on how to secure it at
all, and no wire, hooks, nothing. I emailed Biome Bee
house and the reply
was no more help, use
a picture hook…... So
I sat the little house in
a wide fork of the
Chinese Elm thinking
it was secure, but no,
next day it was on the
ground. I did what is
against my good
sense and hammered
a nail into the Elm,
hanging the small lip
on the back of the house on the nail. It sits there, but it’s not at all
satisfying. The angle to the tree is wrong and it’s all a bit
precarious. Helpful suggestions please.
Margaret Burbidge 0409177493 mailto:mcburbidge@bigpond.com
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Try this Puzzle sent in by Pete Shelley.
You’ll need to print it out.

Hakea Word Search
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Words can be up/down, left/right or diagonal. Some letters are used more than once.
When all the words have been found rearrange the remaining letters to find the name of an 18 th century patron of
botany. The letters of their middle name are shown, albeit jumbled.
Write answer below.

_ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ GLIWDU
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Notes from Lockdown, Ararat by Joan Pitaro
I am glad to be a gardener/bird watcher/naturalist in this time of isolation. There are a never
ending number of things that need /can be done or things to look at.
Thanks to good rain so far this year, the correas are mostly in full flower and look lovely. Along
our front fence the Banksia spinulosa are also in full flower. This is the best flowering I have seen
from these banksias. The Correas, Banksias and Hakea laurina are attracting the many New Holland honeyeaters that live in the neighbourhood. A pair of Crimson rosellas is in the garden
regularly. They are feeding on the seed of Agonis linearifolia (now Taxandria linearifolia). The
flowering Hakea laurina has attracted 3-4 Rainbow lorikeets. We usually have larger groups of
them about the neighbourhood in Summer but not at this time of year.
Other birds I have seen in the garden eucalypts are Brown and Striated thornbills, Magpies, Red
and Little wattlebirds and recently a Fan-tailed cuckoo. I was alerted to its presence by the
constant alarm calls of the Striated thornbills.
This morning there was a tiny Marbled gecko on the floor in the kitchen. We seem to have a small
population these beautiful little lizards because we have a heap of wood junk along our back
fence. We have found then in some interesting places over the years – under the teapot, in a
slipper, under the rubbish bin on the back veranda (not good), in empty terracotta flower pots and
among the wood.
Favourite correas at present are: - Correa Annabelle, Correa Linda’s peach C.Catie Bec, C.
Canberra Bells, C. Peach n Pink, C. reflexa (white and green) and C.eburnea.

Correa Annabelle

Correa Linda’s peach

The newsletter will only continue if it has material to include. If you value the newsletter and
enjoy reading it please consider making a contribution.
Contributions in any form, physical or digital are welcome. Items submitted on paper, for
example photos, will be scanned and returned. subject matter need not be limited to native
plants, but can also include anything you think members may find interesting.
Email: mailto:grampiansnewsletter@apsvic.org.au or by phone: 0438 566 250 or by post to:
Phil Williams P.O. Pomonal 3381
Thanks to everyone for their contributions to this issue.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/APS-Grampians-Group-960723023989990/
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